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Tenders: PM officiates on
projects in Tamil Nadu and
Maharashtra

Tenders: NGEL to set up GW-
scale RE park in Maharashtra

Tenders:  Minister sanctions a
series of highway projects

Tenders: Foundation stones laid
for redevelopment of 553
stations

Tenders:  JVA signed for
ammonium nitrate plant at
Lakhanpur

Tenders: PM lays foundation
stone of Rs.15,530cr stage-II
Lara Thermal project

Tenders

Tenders: PM Modi inaugurates
and lays foundation stones of
Rs.13,000cr projects

Tenders: Gadkari officiates on
Rs.13,459cr National Highways
in Karnataka

Wladyslaw Teofil Bartoszewski,
Secretary of State, Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, Poland, informed
that India is the 2nd biggest

location for Polish direct
investments in Asia. “Similarly,
Poland is a country with great

business opportunities for Indian
entrepreneurs and investors."
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Raimund Klein, Founder, CEO and Head of the
Board of Directors INCIT, said "Through SIRI and
COSIRI ('Consumer Sustainability Industry
Readiness Index'), manufacturers across India
will acquire crucial skills and knowledge in
digitalisation and sustainability. This will not
only boost their overall productivity and
capabilities but also enable them to better
navigate the dynamic landscape of the
manufacturing industry, positioning them for
greater future success."

Tenders: PM dedicates and
lays foundation stones for
Rs.60,500+cr projects

Tenders: Rs.45,000cr roadmap
on the anvil for River Cruise
Tourism

Tenders: PM officiates on
Rs.32,000cr projects in Jammu
and Kashmir

Tenders: Japanese commits
JPY232.209bn to nine projects

Tenders: PM lays foundation
stone of Rs.5,300cr solar
projects in Rajasthan

Tenders: PM lays foundation
stone of 300 MW solar plant at
Bikaner

Tenders: PM officiates on
more than Rs.9,750 cr Rewari
projects
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Tenders: 50 NWs to be
operationalized by 2047, says
Minster

Speaking at the 2nd CII India Europe
Business and Sustainability Conclave on
February 20 at New Delhi, Greece Foreign

Minister Giorgos Gerapetritis echoed,
“India-EU partnerships offer unique

opportunities. I am convinced that the
India-Middle East-Europe Corridor will
bring prosperity to India and Europe.
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As we work towards achieving
the Gigaton goal, we know

that it's collaborations like this
one, combining our respective
resources and expertise, that

will help us get there,” said
Shannon Carroll, AVP of Global
Environmental Sustainability
at AT&T. “Together with LTTS,
we're committed to create a
more sustainable tomorrow.
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Tenders: IREDA-PNB sign MoU
to fund RE projects

Projects: SIAEC to provide
component support to Air India’s
A320 fleet

Projects: SJVN to supply
300MW from Bikaner Solar plant
to J&K
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Projects: Air India MRO to help
fuel aviation services growth

Project: Coal sector attracts
global expertise and advanced
technologies

Projects: Govt encourages
setting up of BESS capacity,
says Minister

Projects: PM inaugurates
Sudarshan Setu cable-stayed
bridge

Projects:  50 MW Gujrai Solar
plant has raised SJVN capacity
to 2,277 MW

Projects: India will lead the world
in achieving SDGs
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"The India Digital Technology Centre is
accelerating our digital initiatives,
enabling us to deliver cutting-edge
solutions to our customers globally and
drive technological advancements crucial
to our industry," said Mona Bates, Chief
Information Officer for Collins Aerospace.
"It fosters an environment that encourages
collaboration, creativity, and excellence for
top-tier talent."

“Tavellers will look for lower
cost options and this will make

the growth for LCCs much
faster than the more premium
full-service carriers (FSCs) in

India,” said Joshua Ng, Director
of Singapore-based Alton

Aviation Consultancy.
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Projects: India has opportunity
to build sustainability without
carbonising

Projects:  Coal Ministry aims to
catalyse investments through
strategic initiatives

Projects: iCET to establish
‘Innovation Bridges’ across key
sectors in India-US

Projects: IREDA plans retail
subsidiary for rooftop, EVs and
B2C segments

Project: Newly launched
INSAT-3DS to augment India’s
meteorological services

Projects: Govt bringing private
players for increasing coal
sector output

Projects: India-US alliance to
develop solutions for curbing
emissions

Projects:  Shipping industry seeks
long-term clarity on rules and
regulations
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“After Brexit, Indian companies will be looking for a new European
anchor to access the European market,” says PM Kyriakos Mitsotakis

at the ‘India-Greece Business Forum’, organized by FICCI and
Enterprise Greece on 22 Feb 2024.

Markets: CII highlights
opportunities for Indian-
European industries

Markets: Europe is truly a
priority for India, says Dr
Jaishankar

Markets: European interests in
India expressed at CII conclave

Markets: Countries seeking
trade partnerships must respect
India’s fast-growing economy

Markets: Greece natural entry
point to Europe for Indian
businesses, says Mitsotakis

Market: India’s aviation sector
growth represents hope for APAC

Markets: Bengaluru set to be
Collins Aerospace’s global
ecosystem

Markets: LTIMindtree to set up
Gen AI-Digital Hub in Europe

Markets: Ascend Capital
expands to 30 cities following
Rs.50cr round

As the largest manufacturer of
small uncrewed aircraft systems

outside of China, we’re excited
to continue our investment in

India and partner with Aeroarc
on critical, dual-use products

and capabilities that help allied
nations in the Indo-Pacific

region deter conflict and protect
troops,” said Adam Bry, CEO and

co-founder of Skydio.
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"The launch of our new cloud
offering in India is a testament
to Calabrio’s commitment to

empowering organizations with
state-of-the-art WEM

capabilities while adhering to
local data regulations," said Nick
Smith, Vice President of Sales -

Asia Pacific at Calabrio.

Pfizer Managing Director Meenakshi Nevatia said on 26 Feb,
“Through the Pfizer INDovation platform, we are proud to have
given wing to startups that are addressing important unmet

needs in areas of Oncology, Digital Health, Devices and
Diagnostics.

Markets: UST makes strategic
acquisition of Leonardo

Markets: Amber works on
$21.5m expansion for students

Exports: BrahMos set to reach out
to emerging economies and petro-
dollar rich markets

Exports: Auto component
industry aspires to ship $100bn
to global markets

Exports: PM says Govt strive to
establish entire value chain

Exports: Govt takes careful and
calibrated approach taken in FTAs
negotiations

Markets: Akasa Air start flights to
Qatar

Exports

Exports: Minister wants Indian
vendors integrated in Dutch OEMs’
supply chains

Taisys operates as a pivotal link between Taiwan
and India, capitalizing on Taiwan's technological
dominance (accounting for over 60% of global
semiconductors) and India's demographic and

regulatory strengths, Abhishek Saxena, the
Managing Director of Taisys India.
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Ducon Managing Director Aron
Govil, "We are very excited to
expand our current scope of

activities by collaborating with
deltaVision, a dynamic
company led by young

technical visionaries. With
Ducon's considerable resources
in India we are looking forward

to expand deltaVision's
advanced fluid control

technologies for the Aerospace
and hydrogen markets in India.”
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Exports: STL co-creates fiber-
optical connectivity in mid-
Atlantic

Exports: India-ASEAN trade grew
to $131.58bn in 2022-23

Exports: India-Saskatchewan
Ministers discuss trade relations in
New Delhi

Exports: APEDA contributed 51%
to India’s agri-product
shipments in 2022-23

Exports: Jan 2024 shipments
increases 3% to $36.92bn

Exports: India-UAE welcomed
IMEEC intergovernmental
framework

Exports: India-Peru hold Sixth
round talks for Trade Agreement

Utah recognizes India as an economic powerhouse
ripe with opportunity, and we are eager to forge
new connections while there,” added David
Carlebach, COO and Managing Director of
Business, of Utah mission visit to India. “Our two
markets, both known for their innovation and
competitiveness, will find a great deal to partner on

Manufacturing : INCIT and TUV
SUD to set up smart centre in India

Manufacturing
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JOIN US WITH EMAIL

SUBSCRIBE

Fiinews.com was seen
and read by 1.82 million
India-focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an
important source of

market intelligence on
India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023
when we will produce

more and more articles
related to the Indian

market and businesses. 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 

Editor.
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Chin Yau Seng, Chief
Executive Officer of SIAEC,
said, “Our Airbus A320 ITM

programme will support Air
India Group’s commitment

to delivering world class
service. Together with our

network of component
shops and joint venture

companies, we are
confident in providing high

quality and reliable
component services to Air

India Group.”
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Fiinews.com has over 500k readers from business & corporate world and can showcase your
company on its website fiinews.com for one year through your advertisement along with
doing two advertorials.

Advertising proposal - Share Your Ideas and Ideals: Advantage India – Participate in the
Indian prosperity.

This is a special offer to companies to advertise with us, along with two advertorials as well
as embedded video clip / Youtube of your company or official presentations.

These market-oriented articles-information dissemination materials will be shared through
fiinews.com’s e-newsletters issued twice a month.

Fiinews.com is making this special offer to inform readers from business communities in
India and across the world of how companies are growing their footprints in the Indian
market.

Fiinews.com has more than 500,000 readers who are businessmen focused on joining or
have joined the India growth story.

Fiinews.com is an independent Singapore-based publication.
Your story should be an inspiration to businesses wanting to be in India, which is
propagating public-private partnerships in the fastest growing economy of the world.

Let’s hear from you soon, email: gurdips@outlook.com.

Advertise with Foreign Investors on India (fiinews.com)
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Singapore mobile: +65 97340590
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Advisers:
Mr Karan Singh Thakral, Dr S. Nasim, 
Mr Girija Pande, Dr V P Nair and Mr. Iqbal
Jumabhoy

Mamta Mandal
Market Leader.
Mobile +65-91081540
Email: cherishmaconsulting@gmail.com

Copywriter with 45 years experience,
your gateway to the Indian Market.
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Rahul Bajaj
Web Designer & Developer

Email: rahulbajajstack@gmail.com
LinkedIn: @rahulbajaj001
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